
WRITING AT AN 8TH GRADE LEVEL

Sometimes, you may be asked to limit your writing to a specific reading level so it's accessible to a broad range of users.
You can monitor the reading level of a.

Even a fourth or fifth grader who reads well could understand the passage. Grab your readers' attention from
the very beginning. The baseball flew over the fence where it broke a window, and even though Joey climbed
to the top of the fence, he couldn't see it. Example: 1. Early explorers described them as creatures that had
heads like deer without antlers , stood upright like men, and hopped like frogs. Some writers worry that this
may insult their readers' intelligence. This activates the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level measurement, which
calculates the number of years of education needed to comprehend the text. Rowling in the readability realm
of pre-teens. For this reason, readability should be a natural part of your content management. Look at the
Flesch Reading Ease Score as a useful tool, rather than an oppressive rule. As with the tests above, the
recommended grade level is 7 or 8. Materials that are too wordy will make them more difficult to understand.
Check out these writing pros and the grade level readability of their text compared to typical job description
text: I share more details on the above chart later on. Both formulas look at the average number of syllables in
the words and average sentence length. The top BuzzFeed News article, on the other hand, dealt with
weightier subject matter and was more advanced reading and shared much less. The comfortable hopping
speed for Red Kangaroo is about 13â€”16 mph Schools can always use the extra body, and you can learn a lot
about reading level standards, and even what types of stories children enjoy most. Passive: The inhaler was
used by Amanda today. Pack as much meaning as possible into as few words as possible. Spread the love The
goal of a job posting is simple. It gives you the reading level and, better yet, highlights the difficult words.
You can also go to www. Not: The boy was hit by the car. And it gives them a better chance to reach larger
audiences. When you deliver that content, you enhance the experience of your readers and bring them back to
see what else you have to offer. Try using small instead of minuscule, or idea instead of concept. The
underlined words are the ones indicated in the Spache and Dale Formulas as the harder words not found in the
index's word list. Unless your adverbs or adjectives are vital to the meaning of a sentence, deep six them.
More importantly, the more readable your copy is, the more interesting it is, and the more accessible it is to
your target audience. In recent years, it seems an increasing number of sophisticated thinkers have intended to
reach larger audiences through literary simplification e. Use short, easy words. Keep it Simple Too many
writers fall into the trap of becoming overly impressed by their own vocabularies. An online testing tool is
available at the Readability-Score. Good: "We will not tolerate sexual harassment. Creating readable content
takes work and attention to detail. Kangaroos are the only large animals to use hopping as a way of moving.
The most common misconception about readability is that it compromises the integrity and authority of your
writing.


